Child Placed with Adoptive/Guardian Family Out-of-State

Agreement State signs agreement with family

Agreement State knows child is receiving Medicaid and can reference this information at any time

ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the agreement state

Residence State completes 'Medicaid Case Opened' on ICAMA 700 form

ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the resident state

Child's form now has this information appended
Child Moves with Adoptive/Guardian Family from Agreement State to New State

For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child’s information section.
Child Moves with Adoptive/Guardian Family from Current Residence State to New Residence State

- Agreement State is informed the child is/has moved to a second new state
- Agreement State knows child is receiving Medicaid and can reference this information at any time
- ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the agreement state
- Agreement State notifies the prior Residence State that the Medicaid case should be closed
- Agreement State completes 'Open Medicaid' on ICAMA 700 form site
- ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the new Resident State
- Residence State completes 'Medicaid Case Opened' on ICAMA 700 form site
- ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the agreement state

For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child’s information section.
Any of the following Contact Information can be updated: Address, Phone Number, Email Address.

The ICAMA 700 form for contact information change includes a box to indicate that the change is for the family. It also includes a box to indicate that the change is for the child-only.

For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child's information section.
Case Status Changes may be:
- Death of the child
- Death of an adoptive parent
- Child is not living in the adoptive home

For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child's information section.
Child's Eligibility for title IV-E Extended Past Age 18

Agreement State extends child's eligibility for title IV-E past age 18

Agreement State completes 'Medicaid Extension Request' on ICAMA 700 form

ICAMA 700 form work site saves the data and sends the notice to the Resident State

Residence State MUST extend Medicaid

Residence State notifies their Medicaid Department that eligibility must be extended


For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child's information section.
**Child's Eligibility for non-title Adoption Assistance Extended Past Age 18**

**Agreement State** notifies family that extension WILL or WILL NOT be honored by **Residence State**

**Agreement State** completes 'Medicaid Extension Request' on ICAMA 700 form

**Residence State** completes 'Medicaid Extension Approval' on ICAMA 700 form

**Agreement State** extends child's eligibility for non-title adoption assistance past age 18

**Residence State** MAY extend Medicaid

The Agreement State has determined that this child is eligible for Medicaid having met the COBRA requirements under SSA§1902(a)(10)(ii)(VII) – i.e., child has a non-IV-E adoption assistance agreement in effect & child has been determined by the agreement state to have special medical or rehabilitative needs. Once eligibility is established it continues as long as an adoption agreement is in force and the child is within the age

For each action taken by either the Agreement State or the Residence State an insertion with the information from that action is inserted in the child's information section.